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SOSC 13300: Social Sciences Inquiry - 3
Section 5 - Spring 2018
Instructor(s): Perez, Lauren 
Number Enrolled: 19 
Number of Responses: 16

The Course

What are the most important things that you learned in this course? Please reflect on the knowledge and skills you gained.

Worked on a final research project while reading, learning, and discussing the various aspects of social science research.

I learned how to write a quantitative social science research paper from scratch.

How to conduct social science research.

How to write a research paper.

how to critically examine pieces of social science research/ how to conduct social science research

how to apply research methodologies into an actual research paper

How to write an social science reaserch paper

I learned how to structure and write a successful social science research paper

How to conduct a social science research.

Data analysis, research design, and statistics

I learned how to critically read research papers by understanding the statistical analyses behind them. I also learned how to interpret data as well as point out faulty
reasoning/deductions from an unbiased viewpoint.

How to write a research paper. How to use R to empirically examine data. How to be proactive when working on (very) large projects.

I learned how to write a full-length social science research paper as well as conduct that research

Writing a real research paper actually ended up being one of the most important things I did this school-year. Prof. Perez had us write 20-25 page papers with proper literature review
and data analysis, so good research and using R were important.

The ability to create a social science research paper

How to use R as well as how to read and understand a research paper (especially the statistics portion).

Describe how aspects of this course (lectures, discussions, labs, assignments, etc.) contributed to your learning.

Discussions were useful for unravelling the important aspects of social science research and quantitative research in general.

The readings and discussions really helped me in choosing my research topic, developing my theory, and writing the whole paper. Although the paper was stressful at a time, it helped
combine all the stuffs we learned during the previous quarters into a presentable product, and that is something satisfying.

Readings and class discussions helped reinforce topics.

Peer reviews were helpful

Final paper helped us use our knowledge and apply it

applied methods from the first quarter

Lectures, readings, presentations

Discussions about readings were helpful, as were the end of class additions to a quarter-long checklist of aspects that should be in a research paper

Reading materials and the lectures helped me to understand how to write a good social science research paper.

Each lecture contributed to a portion of a research paper, so that by the end of the quarter we had covered enough material to hep up write our own research papers.

I really enjoyed how the class was structured around the process of writing a data-backed, hypothesis driven research paper. Each week incorporated the next step of how to write a
research paper. Also, lots of feedback was given on the research paper itself which helped me correct some things.

The final research paper assignment tied together the entire year very well and serves as great evidence that I can apply the knowledge I learned to a task in the real world. The weekly
articles were very helpful in the process and the in-class discussions helped me make the best use out of the readings.

Class discussion helped prepare us for writing the paper and in-class presentations gave everyone a chance to receive feedback from classmates.

The lectures this quarter largely dealed with different aspects of writing a paper, and while they were boring and sometimes repetitive, there was definitely helpful information. Writing the
research paper itself contributed most to my learning.

The lectures provided strong foundation easily applicable.
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  N/A Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

This course challenged me
intellectually.

0% 0% 0% 6% 69% 25%

I understood the purpose of this course
and what I was expected to gain from
it.

0% 0% 0% 0% 38% 63%

I understood the standards for success
on assignments.

0% 0% 0% 0% 63% 38%

Class time enhanced my ability to
succeed in graded assignments.

0% 0% 13% 6% 50% 31%

I received feedback on my
performance that helped me improve
subsequent work.

0% 0% 0% 6% 44% 50%

My work was evaluated fairly. 0% 0% 0% 6% 44% 50%

I felt respected in this class. 0% 0% 0% 0% 38% 63%

Overall, this was an excellent course. 0% 0% 0% 19% 44% 38%

Additional Comments about this course:

2nd quarter was not very relevant - did not have to do nearly as much in-depth coding in R

I would recommend this course to:

highly motivated and well-prepared students

Yes 15 / 94%

No 1 / 6%

anyone interested in the topic

Yes 16 / 100%

No 0 / 0%

The Instructor

Thinking about your time in class, what aspect of the instructor's teaching contributed most to your learning?

Professor Perez is very knowledgable and accommodating. She explains things very clearly with examples from personal experience.

Professor Perez is undoubtedly an expert in doing quantitative social science research. She helped us all the way through the quarter, from choosing research topic and developing
causal mechanisms, to running the models and discussing the results.

She encouraged questions and discussion and was also very helpful in office hours.

in class discussions

brought back concepts from fall quarter

Her class discussions are very interesting Clearly sets the demands/ requirements for the assignments

Her clear interest in the subject matter and desire to help students succeed were incredible.

Her discussion and knowledge about writing social science research.

Dr. Perez is very dedicated and willing to help. She tries to make discussion interesting by choosing papers that are relevant and sometimes even entertaining.

Professor Perez's did well to teach us a lot in class while also opening the floor to discussion. I especially enjoyed the research checklist that the class made as a whole throughout the
class.
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Office hours were really helpful because our projects were very personalised. Professor Perez was also very good at contextualising the readings so that we knew how to make use of
them and it never felt like we were reading for the sake of reading. In this sense she was very goal oriented which was helpful in writing the final paper.

I liked how we had a growing checklist of important things to include in our research paper

Prof. Perez's classes still suffered from stalled discussions and general boredom at times, but it's almost impossible to fix that given that we talked about writing a research paper for
several weeks. She was very helpful and approachable again this quarter when it came to questions about assignments, which was key.

She is very helpful and was very understanding.

Professor Perez's office hours! She was always incredibly helpful during her office hours and was willing to work with you if you couldn't make the scheduled time.

What could she/he modify to help you learn more?

Perhaps direct our research more clearly with research areas/suggested topics. It can be difficult to find legitimate (and reasonable) projects to complete.

No. She is amazing.

more exciting readings -- more similar to first quarter. Some of them were too dense and hard to get through

be more clear on how presentations were graded

Nothing

nothing. I think Dr. Perez does a great job in lecture

Perhaps discussing the readings more.

Perhaps have office hours twice a week for shorter periods.

Prof. Perez could try to switch up classes a bit more in the future. For example, doing regular discussions on one day every week and something other than discussing a couple of
articles on the other day. I don't really know what that would be, though.

She did an excellent job.

  N/A Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

Organized the course clearly. 0% 0% 0% 6% 31% 63%

Presented lectures that enhanced your
understanding.

13% 0% 0% 6% 38% 44%

Facilitated discussions that were
engaging and useful.

0% 0% 6% 13% 44% 38%

Stimulated your interest in the core
ideas of the course.

0% 0% 6% 13% 50% 31%

Challenged you to learn. 0% 0% 0% 19% 50% 31%

Helped you gain significant learning
from the course content.

0% 0% 0% 13% 38% 50%

Was available and helpful outside of
class.

0% 0% 0% 0% 31% 69%

Motivated you to think independently. 0% 0% 0% 13% 50% 38%

Worked to create an inclusive and
welcoming environment.

0% 0% 0% 0% 56% 44%

Overall, this instructor made a
significant contribution to your learning.

0% 0% 0% 0% 56% 44%

The Teaching Assistant, Course Assistant, Intern

Did this class include instruction by a TA, CA or Intern?

Yes 0 / 0%

No 15 / 94%

What aspects of the TA's teaching contributed most to your learning?
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What could she/he modify to help you learn more?

The TA/CA or Intern...

  N/A Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree

Facilitated discussions that supported
your learning. 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Gave you useful feedback on your
work. 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Stimulated your interest in the core
ideas of the course. 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Challenged you to learn. 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Helped you succeed in the class. 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Was available and helpful outside of
class. 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Overall, the TA/CA made a significant
contribution to your learning. 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Additional feedback to the TA/CA/Intern:

Additional Course Elements

Did this course include special design elements (labs, field trips, extra sessions, writing seminars)?

Yes 0 / 0%

No 16 / 100%

How much did the following elements of the course contribute to your learning gains?

  NA No Gains A Little Gain Moderate Gain Good Gain Great Gain

Laboratory Experience 25% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Field Trips 25% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Library Sessions 25% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Review sessions 25% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Writing Seminars 25% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Other course elements not mentioned above:

Student Information

Is this class a requirement of some sort?

Yes 16 / 100%

No 0 / 0%
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Prior to starting the class, my interest level was?

Very Low 0 / 0%

Low 2 / 13%

Neutral 5 / 31%

High 9 / 56%

Very High 0 / 0%

Now that the course is over, my interest is?

Diminished 0 / 0%

Satisfied 11 / 69%

Heightened 5 / 31%

Why, primarily, did you take this course over others?

It fulfills a requirement 16 / 100%

There were no other choices 0 / 0%

Meets at a convenient time 1 / 6%

The topic interests me 6 / 38%

Reputation of the faculty member 2 / 13%

How many hours per week outside of attending required sessions did you spend on this course?

< 5 Hours 6 / 38%

5-10 Hours 9 / 56%

10-15 1 / 6%

15-20 0 / 0%

20-25 0 / 0%

25-30 0 / 0%

> 30 0 / 0%

What proportion of classes did you attend?

None 0 / 0%

25% 0 / 0%

50% 1 / 6%

75% 0 / 0%
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All 15 / 94%

Please comment on the level of difficulty of the course relative to your background and experience.

No prior social science research. The course was difficult, and I spent plenty of time on the project. However, it is doable.

It can be hard at first and the paper can be very stressful, but after you struggled through it you'll find it extremely rewarding.

Very good class and professor Perez is very good!

As someone who has never done computer science before, the class served well as an intro to R and coding in general. I was able to understand the code behind the statistical analysis
we were learning in class. Even though I was not experienced in the subject area, the class did well to teach me well so I could complete the assignments confidently.

Having never conducted social science research or even written a paper of such long length (25 pages) before, I thought the course prepared me well for the final project. Overall,
however, this class did have a much heavier workload compared to the other quarters so in that sense it was pretty challenging.


